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Q. CODE 811 
MIZORAM INSTITUTE OF MEDICAL EDUCATION & RESEARCH 

Competitive Exam For Recruitment To The Post Of Storekeeper 
Time : 3 hours 

      PAPER II              Marks: 200 
SECTION A 

(This section should be answered only on the Answer Sheet Booklet provided) 
Write an essay on any one of the following topics in not more than 400 words:  30 marks 

a) Mizoram - Cancer Capital of India. 
b) Influence of the Church in Mizoram. 
c) My favorite book and what it taught me. 

 
SECTION B 

(All questions carry equal marks of 2 each. Attempt all questions. This section should be answered only on 
the OMR Answer Sheet provided) 

Directions (Q1 – 10) Read the passage carefully and answer the questions below: 
 The Battle of Chancellorsville, one of the most famous battles of the Civil War, took place in 
Virginia in the spring of 1863. For months, the two armies had been staked out on opposite banks of a 
narrow river. The Confederate troops were led by perhaps the most revered military tactician in American 
history, General Robert E. Lee. The Union soldiers were led by "Fighting" Joe Hooker.  
 In appearance, personality, and lifestyle, these men were nearly perfect opposites. Lee, an older 
man in poor health with a gray beard, had a somber, measured demeanor. Hooker was a blond, strapping 
young man whose vanity over his appearance was but one aspect of his egotism. Whereas Lee was devout 
and principled, Hooker was known for his rollicking enjoyment of both women and whiskey.  
 Despite the fact that the Confederacy had won the last four major battles and the Union soldiers 
were famished, exhausted, and demoralized, Hooker proclaimed, "My plans are perfect. And when I start 
to carry them out, may God have mercy on Bobby Lee, for I shall have none." Why, aside from a 
propensity for narcissism, was Hooker so confident?  
 Hooker had used spies, analysts, and even hot air balloons to compile a vast amount of intelligence 
about Lee’s army. He had discerned, for example, that Lee had only 61,000 men to Hooker’s own 134,000. 
Buoyed by his superior numbers, Hooker covertly moved 70,000 of his men fifteen miles up and across the 
river, and then ordered them to sneak back down to position themselves behind Lee’s army. In effect, 
Hooker had cut off the Confederate soldiers in front and behind. They were trapped. Satisfied with his 
advantage, Hooker became convinced that Lee’s only option was to retreat to Richmond, thus assuring a 
Union victory.  
 Yet Lee, despite his disadvantages of both numbers and position, did not retreat. Instead, he moved 
his troops into position to attack. Union soldiers who tried to warn Hooker that Lee was on the offensive 
were dismissed as cowards. Having become convinced that Lee had no choice but to retreat, Hooker began 
to ignore reality. When Lee’s army attacked the Union soldiers at 5:00 p.m., they were eating supper, 
completely unprepared for battle. They abandoned their rifles and fled as Lee’s troops came shrieking out 
of the brush, bayonets drawn. Against all odds, Lee won the Battle of Chancellorsville, and Hooker’s 
forces withdrew in defeat.  

1. Based on information in the passage, it can be concluded that Hooker lost the Battle of 
Chancellorsville mostly because of his  
A. vanity   B. ignorance   C. overconfidence  D. faulty information  

2. What is the antonym of the word ‘vanity’ used in the 2nd paragraph? 
A. humbleness  B. meekness  C. conceit  D. modesty 

3. What is the synonym for the word ‘narcissism’ used in paragraph 3? 
A. sacrificing  B. egotistic  C.  altruism  D. exasperate 

4. The contrast drawn between Lee and Hooker in paragraph 2 is intended to  
A. Provide support for the idea that Lee was a more virtuous person than Hooker, and therefore a 
better military commander. 
B. Prove that two men with very different values could end up in similar positions of power. 
C. Suggest that if Hooker had been more devout and principled, he might not have been outwitted 
by Lee. 
D. Imply that these men fundamentally differed in their approaches to nearly everything,  including 
battle. 

5. In paragraph 3, the author quotes Hooker as saying, “My plans are perfect. And when I start to 
carry them out, may God have mercy on Bobby Lee, for I shall have none.” The  author most 
likely includes this quote in order to - 
A.  Demonstrate Hooker’s belief in his own infallibility  
B.  Provide an example of the way language has changed since 1863  
C.  Reveal that Hooker was a deeply religious man in spite of his lifestyle  
D.  Foreshadow Hooker’s defeat at the hands of Lee’s army  

6. Based on its use in paragraph 3, it can be inferred that the word propensity belongs to  which of 
the following word groups?  
A. fondness, partiality, affection    B. flaw, fault, shortcoming  
C. distaste, aversion, dissatisfaction    D. tendency, inclination, predisposition  
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7. How many men did Hooker position behind Lee's army?  
A. 61,000   B. 70,000   C.73,000       D. 134,000  

8. As used in paragraph 4, buoyed most nearly means  
A. strengthened  B. anchored   C. floated   D. heartened  

9. According to the author, Hooker’s advantages going into the Battle of Chancellorsville included - 
 I. numbers  
 II. position 
 III. strategy 

A. I only   B. II only   C. I and II only  D. II and III only  
10. If this passage were to continue, which of the following would most likely be the first sentence of 

the next paragraph?  
A. His army routed, Hooker and his reduced forces hobbled south, back to the center of 
 Confederate operations where he was harshly rebuked for having squandered his vast army.  
B. Wounded in both body and spirit, Hooker and his severely diminished forces retreated to 
 higher ground where they proceeded to reload their weapons and prepare for a counter attack.  
C. Upon returning to camp, the triumphant Lee immediately ordered for supplies to be brought up 
and provisions made for a raucous victory celebration.  
D. Not one to gloat over his success, Lee remarked that the victory had been the product of 
 valiant fighting and good luck, as he began to map out strategies for their next move.  

Directions (Q 11 - 14) Choose the  correct answer : 
11. Antonym of Treacherous –  

 A. healthy  B. faithful  C. deceitful  D. strong 
12. Antonym of Deficit –  

 A. surplus  B. shortage  C. defensive  D. fake 
13. Synonym ofConstitution  

 A. emblem  B. structure  C.disorganization D. preamble 
14. Synonym ofTurbulent 

 A. peaceful  B. wise  C. violent  D. rapid 
Directions (Q 15 - 17) Choose the most appropriate meaning: 

15. A capital crime 
 A. A crime against the state   B. A crime against the head of the office 
 C. A crime punishable by death  D. A huge mistake 

16. To harp on the same string  
 A. Singing a song together  B. To repeat the same words again and again 
 C. To carry the same burden  D. Complain about something which has already happened 

17. To pocket an insult 
 A. To bear an insult silently    B. To insult someone 
 C. Criticizing someone behind his back  D. Quarrel with someone 
Directions (Q 18 - 20) Choose one word for- 

18. A person just recovering from illness–  
 A. curable  B. convalescent C. patient  D. revamp 

19. A government by officials –  
 A. democracy  B. aristocracy  C. monarchy  D. bureaucracy 

20. All-knowing –  
 A. omnipotent  B.omniscient  C. obsolete  D. omnificient 

21. Choose the correct Passive Voice: 
 Who has drunk milk out of this cup? 
 A. The milk from this cup has been drunk by whom?   

B. Who is drinking milk out of the cup? 
 C. By whom is milk being drunk out of this cup?   

D. By whom has milk been drunk out of this cup? 
22. Choose the correct Active Voice: 

 The work is to be done immediately by her 
A. She must do the work immediately.  B. Do this work immediately, he said to her. 

 C. She should be doing the work immediately D. Tell her to do the work immediately. 
23. Choose the correct Indirect Form of Speech: 

 The teacher said to Lala, “Shut the door immediately.” 
 A. The teacher told to Lala to shut the door immediately. 
 B. The teacher ordered Lala to shut the door immediately. 
 C. The teacher said to Lala to shut the door immediately. 
 D. Lala has been directed to shut the door immediately. 

24. Choose the correct Direct Form of Speech: 
 I told Lali that I would see her the following day 
 A. I said to Lali, “I will see you the following day” 
 B. I said to Lali, “I shall see you the next day” 
 C. I said to Lali, “I shall see you tomorrow” 
 D. I said to Lali, “Let us meet tomorrow” 
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Directions (Q 25 - 29) Choose the most appropriate option to complete the sentences: 
25. Mawia isn’t home and Sangi isn’t home ___________. 

 A. too   B. either  C. also   D. else  
26. I ________anything since morning. 

 A. haven’t eaten B. didn’t eat  C. haven’t ate  D. didn’t eaten 
27. I prefer fish ___________chicken. 

 A. for   B. to   C. from  D. than 
28. The decision has been ________by the board until next week. 

 A. differed  B. defered  C.difered  D.deferred 
29. I would like to rest because we’ve had a terrible _______. 

 A. journey  B. travel  C. travelling  D. journeying 
Directions (Q 30 - 31) Choose the word which has been spelt correctly: 

30. A. eronneous  B. erroneous  C. erronous  D. erronuous 
31. A. sacreligous  B. sacreligious  C. sacriligious  D. sacrilegious 

Directions (Q 32 - 33) Out of the four options, Choose the correct sentence formation. 
32. A. Rina doesn’t love her, does he?  B. Rina doesn’t love her, doesn’t he? 

 C. Rina does not love her, don’t he?  D. Rina doesn’t love her, isn’t it? 
33. A. Do you have a pen? Yes, I have got. B. Do you have a pen? Yes, I do. 

 C. Do you have a pen? Yes, I have.  D. Do you have a pen? Yes, I am.  
34. “The violence erupted because of the Zealot.”  

 In this sentence, ZEALOT means: 
 A. enthusiastic  B. brave  C. timid  D. fanatic 

35. “There was a signpost where the two paths converge” 
 Here, CONVERGE means: 
 A. separate  B. intersect  C. merge  D. diverge 

36. Who is the father of Genetics? 
A. Darwin  B. Bridge  C. Wiseman  D. Mendel   

37. Blood cancer is commonly known as- 
A. Leucoderma B. Leukaemia  C. Haemophili  D. Anemia    

38. Element playing role in nitrogen fixation is 
A. Mn   B. Mo   C. Zn   D. Cu     

39. The largest internal organ of human body is 
A. Heart  B. Brain  C. Liver  D. Kidney   

40. The most abundant elements is: 
A. Silicon  B. Iron   C. Nitrogen  D. Oxygen   

41. Hydrogen bomb is based on the principle of  
A. nuclear fission B. nuclear fusion C. natural radioactivity D. artificial radioactivity 

42. Which one among the following is used in making gunpowder? 
A. Magnesium sulphate B. Potassium nitrate C. Sodium stearate D. Calcium sulphate 

43. Vitamin C is 
A. ascorbic acid  B. nicotinic acid C. citric acid  D. tartaric acid   

44. The depletion of Ozone layer is mainly due to 
A. Radioactive rays B. Chloroflurocarbons C. Volcanic Eruptions  D. Aviation fuel 

45. With the rise of temperature, the speed of sound in a gas 
A. increases   B. decreases  C. remains the same  D. none of these 

46. Decibel is the unit used for measuring 
A. Speed of light B. Intensity of heat C. Intensity of sound  D. Radiowave frequency 

47. Blue colour of the sky is consequence of 
A. reflection  B. refraction  C. scattering   D. dispersion  

48. Which of the planets is nearest to the earth? 
A. Jupiter  B. Venus  C. Mercury   D. Mars  

49. The earth rotates around its axis from 
A. north to south B. east to west  C. south to north  D. west to east   

50. The ozone layer in the upper part of the atmosphere protects us from 
A. cosmic rays  B. ultrasonic waves C. infra-red rays  D. ultraviolet rays  

51. The tropical grasslands of Africa are known as 
A. Steppes  B. Savannas  C. Pampas   D. Downs   

52. Which metal is most abundant in the earth’s crust? 
A. Calcium  B. Magnesium  C. Aluminium   C. Iron    

53. Which of the following countries is known as the ‘Sugar bowl of the World’? 
A. India  B. Cuba  C. Brazil   D. U.S A   

54. The largest population of Scheduled Tribes is in  
A. Himachal Pradesh  B. Madhya Pradesh C. Arunachal Pradesh  D. Sikkim  

55. The cause of inflation is 
A. increase in money supply     
B. fall in production     
C. increase in money supply and fall in production  
D. decrease in money supply and fall in production   
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56. Black money is 
A. counterfeit currency    B. illegally earned money   

 C. money earned through underhand deals   D. income on which payment of tax is usually evaded 
57. Who among the following was the Chairman of the Drafting Committee of the Indian Constitution? 

A) Rajendra Prasad B) Tej Bahadur Sapru    C) C. Rajagopalachari D). B. R. Ambedkar  
58. From which of the countries, Constitution of India has adopted fundamental duties? 

A. USA  B. Canada            C. USSR   D. UK    
59. 24.  National emergency has been declared so far in India : 

A. once  B. twice  C. thrice   D. four times   
60. The minimum age required for becoming the Prime Minister of India is 

A. 25 years  B. 30 years  C. 40 years   D. 35 years   
61. How many members of the Rajya Sabha are nominated by the President of India? 

A. 10   B. 11   C. 12    D. 13    
62. Which of the following writs is issued by the court in case of illegal detention of a person? 

A. Habeas Corpus B. Mandamus  C. Certiorari   D. Quo Warranto  
63. The age of retirement of the Judges of the High Court is 

A. 62 years  B. 65 years  C. 58 years   D. 60 years   
64. The Greek ambassador in the court of Chandragupta Maurya was  

A. Hiuen Tsang B. Fahien  C. Megasthenese  D. Seleucus   
65. When did Vasco da Gama come to India? 

A. 1492  B. 1498  C. 1398   D. 1542   
66. The Doctrine of Lapse was introduced by 

A. Lord Wellesley B. Warren Hastings C. Lord Canning  D. Lord Dalhousie  
67. The first movement launched against the British in India was 

A. Khilafat Movement    B. Swadeshi Movement   
C. Non-Cooperation Movement   D. Quit India Movement   

68. Mahatma Gandhi was assassinated on 
A. January 26, 1948 B. January 30, 1948 C. January 30, 1949  D. January 26, 1950  

69. “Give me blood I will give you freedom” These words are attributed to: 
A. Khudiram Bose B. Bhagat Singh C. Subhash Chandra Bose D. Mahatma Gandhi  

70. The Indian National Army (I.N.A.) came into existence in 
A. Burma  B. Japan  C. Malaysia   D. Singapore   

71. The Prime Minister of Britain at the time of India’s independence was 
A. Lord Mountbatten   B. Winston Churchill    C. Ramsay Macdonald D. Clement Attlee  

72. The Quit India Movement started at 
A. Delhi on Aug. 15, 1942    B. Bombay on Aug. 8, 1942   

 C. Lahore on July 7, 1942    D. Wardha on Aug. 7, 1942   
73. The Battle of Plassey was fought in 

A. 1757  B. 1782   C. 1748  D. 1764   
74. Tripitakas are sacred books of 

A. Buddhists  B. Hindus   C. Jains  D. None of the above  
75. Who introduced an app to take space selfies, recently? 

A. ESA  B. ISRO   C. SpaceX  D. NASA   
76. P V Sindhu won __________ medal in badminton at  2018 Asian Games. 

A. Gold  B. Silver   C. Bronze  D. None of the above  
77. Which of the following footballer has won the Golden Boot Award in FIFA World Cup 2018? 

A. Luka Modric B. Cristiano Ronaldo  C. Kylian Mbappe D. Harry Kane   
78. Google launched the latest version of the Android operating system, It is names as- 

A. Pie   B. Glosette   C. Bounty  D. Happy Hippo  
79. Which of the following is the longest river of Mizoram? 

A. Tlawng  B. Chhimtuipui  C. Tiau  D. Khawthlangtuipui  
80. In which year was the Young Lushai Association formed? 

A. 1925  B. 1937   C. 1930  D. 1935   
81. Which is not a correct pair? 

A. Sailo – chief     B. Tlai sial – a young mithun    
C. Sarthi – natural death    D. Fatlum – the youngest son   

82. Lianchhiari Lunglen tlang is situated at 
A. Dungtlang  B. Denlung   C. Vangchhia  D. Tan tlang   

83. Who was the first Lusei Chief and from whom sprang the Six Lusei ruling Clans? 
A. Zahmuaka  B. Lallula   C. Suakpuilala  D. Vanpuilala   

84. Who among the Mizo was known for laziness and idleness? 
A. Hauruanga  B. Samdala   C. Pawngvina  D. Vanapa   

85. It was customary on the part of the bride to bring along with her 
A. Chemte  B. Fian    C. Thul  D. Hmui  

   


